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Abstract 

Marx discovered the contradictions within the capitalist system and concluded that the 
proletarian revolution will inevitably win. However, with the new changes brought by 
the development of capitalism, Marx’s theoretical logic and practical logic have also been 
broken, and there has been a debate about whether legal reforms can bring us a 
communist society. Rosa Luxemburg, as an excellent Marxist theorist and revolutionist, 
raised the spontaneous positive influence of the mass movement to an important 
position by emphasizing the importance of the proletarian revolution, defended the 
basic principles of Marxism in theory and concrete practice through its original 
perspective, and the rich ideas of mass movement put forward by Luxembourg not only 
guided the revolutionary struggle of the workers at that time, but also played an 
important role in our research and promotion of today's mass movement. 
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1. Introduction 

Luxembourg is a firm Marxist, a great female thinker, and revolutionist. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin 
once vividly described Luxembourg as an "eagle" in the socialist revolutionary movement. 
Luxembourg has made great efforts and even sacrificed her precious liefe to realize the 
emancipation of the proletariat. Luxembourg attaches great importance to the dominant 
position of the masses in the revolutionary movement. She has formed her own view of mass 
movement by absorbing the Marxist view of mass movement, debating with opponents, and her 
own revolutionary practice. Many of these views are still of great value for today’s mass 
movement research. 

2. The source of Luxembourg's mass movement ideas 

2.1. Luxemburg inherited the Marxist view of mass movement from the 
perspective of historical materialism. 

Marx conducted in-depth analysia of human society and discovered that the real power of  
human society development is the masses, which is inconsistent with the studies of those 
historians, thinkers, and philosophers regarding human history as a historical outlook centered 
on nobles, elites, and intellectuals. As early as "contribution to the critique of Hegel's Philosophy 
of law . introduction ", Marx emphasized the combining role of revolutionary theory and 
revolutionary mass movement. "the weapons of Criticism  cannot, of course,  replace criticism 
by weapons . Material forces nust  be overthrown by material forces; but  the theory also 
becomes a mastered foece as soon as it has gripped the mass. "3 Marx believes that the inherent 
contradictions of capitalist society will inevitably bring about serious social and political crises, 
but the new communist society does not come naturally. In order to reform the old society, the 
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working class created under the certain social and historical conditions must emancipate 
themselves and then liberate all mankind. Luxemburg inherited Marx's view of the masses and 
has always persevered in studying the logic and methods of the development of the mass 
movement of workers. 

2.2. Luxembourg developed its own view of mass movement through criticism 
of Blanquism and revisionism. 

After the deaths of Marx and Engels, a series of changes have taken place in the capitalist world. 
The European labor movement fell into a low ebb with the failure, while capitalism has shown 
its vitality through constant coordination of its own contradictions. Blanquism believes that 
revolution can be controlled by a few conspirators. The assassination can be successful. 
Bernstein, leading revisionism of the Second International, believes that the crisis of 
universality will not happen again, and that socialism should be peacefully developed through 
legal struggles such as parliament, trade unions, and cooperative movements. The two views 
abandon the revolutionary movement of the working masses, ignore the power of the masses, 
and regard the masses as groups waiting to be rescued. Whether the socialist revolutionary 
movement really becomes redundant, Luxembourg has always insisted on the importance of a 
movement supported by the masses, especially the majority of the proletariat. 

2.3. Luxembourg has enriched its views on mass movement through summing 
up the experience of the revolutionary activities he participated in and 
observing the Russian revolution. 

First, Luxembourg personally participated in revolutionary propaganda toward the workers 
and the organization of the Communist Party. In the early days, Luxembourg was in Poland. 
Germany’s colonial policy made Poland face the dual tasks of national liberation and social 
revolution. However, Luxembourg did not narrowly confine himself to nationalism and then 
turned to Marxism. After joining the German Communist Party, Luxembourg made a sharp 
criticism of the German Social Democratic Party’s view of mass strikes as anarchism and the 
union’s ultra-conservative policy towards strikes. Secondly, Luxemburg saw the class 
consciousness that the movement brought to the masses through a summary of the Russian 
revolutionary movement. For the revolutionary history of Russia, Luxemburg is more inclined 
to the Bolshevik view than the Mensheviks. The Mensheviks can often distort the leading role 
of the working class as an emerging social class in the revolution. She believes that the Russian 
bourgeoisie is weak and incompetent to complete the task of liberation of the Russian bourgeois 
revolution. The task of emancipating class revolution, on the contrary, can only be 
accomplished by the working class that has shown a strong and advanced revolutionary nature. 
At the same time, she believes that the spontaneity conferred by the working class in the 
Russian labor movement is powerful. 

3. The Connotation and Characteristics of Luxembourg's View of Mass 
Movement 

3.1. The working masses are the true leaders of the revolutionary mass 
movement 

First of all, Luxembourg praises the initiative of the masses. Luxembourg saw that the workers 
were deeply exploited by capitalism and colonization at that time. They had no position in 
politics or economy. Therefore, there was a demand for self-liberation among them. However, 
at that time, the conservative nature of the German Social Democratic Party is in sharp contrast 
with the revolutionary and progressive nature of mass actions, and even hinders the further 
development of mass movements. She emphasized the power of the unprivileged class, 
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especially the proletarian masses, and described the firm beliefs of the masses as "rock". 
"Ocean" to describe the infinite possibilities of the people. At the same time, Luxembourg 
praises the initiative of the masses in combination with affirming the spontaneity of the mass 
movement. Spontaneity is not a negative term for Luxembourg, but the spontaneity emphasized 
by Luxembourg is not theoretical spontaneity but action spontaneity. She pays more attention 
to the proletarian consciousness and then the revolutionary movement can be brought to the 
workers. "In the wave-like development of the revolution, the most valuable thing is his 
spiritual achievement, because this is forever"4 But at the same time, Luxembourg has never 
denied the leadership and propaganda role of the party and intellectuals. She also emphasized 
that only revolutionary movements can arouse class consciousness and that advanced elements 
with a high level of class consciousness are the most important part of the mass movement. 

Second, theory should not be the privilege of "intellectuals." Like Marx, Luxembourg attaches 
great importance to the importance of arming the people with theory. "Once the broad masses 
of workers have mastered the sharp and reliable weapons of scientific socialism, all petty-
bourgeois tendencies and all opportunistic thoughts will be wiped out. "4 Luxemburg proposed 
that the revolution depends on the support and participation of the broad masses of the people, 
and he has personally visited the workers many times to publicize his original understanding 
of Marxism. At that time, the Marxist theories mainly came from the disputes between several 
intellectuals, and the broad working class still had many blindness without advanced guidance. 
Both Luxemburg and Lenin emphasized the education of scientific socialism to the masses so 
as to make workers realize the importance of combining sports and intellectuals. However, in 
the course of the revolution, Lenin focused on the vanguard role of the leader. He once 
compared intellectuals to the brain, and the masses are bodies controlled by the brain, which 
still regarded the masses as passive. But Luxemburg emphasizes the class spontaneity of the 
masses themselves. "The reason why the spontaneity factor plays such an important role in the 
Russian strike movement... is because the revolution cannot be learned by instruction."4 But 
unlike the spontaneity conferred by the proletariat’s own class attributes, intellectuals must 
overcome their own class emotions and carry out revolutionary education on themselves in 
order to produce proletarian consciousness. Looking back at the correspondence between Rosa 
Luxemburg and her friends when she was in Silesia in 1898, Rosa Luxemburg received 
enthusiastic support from the workers when she carried out propaganda activities for the 
workers, which further inspired her the passion for creation and speech. This fully reflects the 
two-way effect of the divisions of the working class and knowledge, and also reflects that the 
intellectuals preach revolutionary theories and educate the working class, but the 
revolutionary enthusiasm and desire of the workers also feed back the theorists' exploration of 
revolutionary theory and revolutionary practice.   

Finally, emphasizing the dialectical relationship between the party and the masses. 
Luxembourg believes that Lenin's excessive emphasis on the strict discipline of the central 
party organization because Lenin hopes to use the ideological autocracy to mechanically 
control the revolutionary direction of the mass movement, and mass movement is the real 
revolutionary and meaningful form of socialism in history. Luxembourg praised the 
spontaneity of the mass movement as being integrated with the relationship between the party 
and the masses. The masses are more radical than the party. The party should emerge from the 
masses while the party cannot force its own theories and plans into the working class. 
Luxembourg values the right of the workers to make mistakes and believes that the deviations 
often caused by the masses are also of great significance in the movement. The workers will 
mature in the long struggle of success or failure. The Social Democratic Party should take the 
integration of scientific socialism and the labor movement as its mission, help the masses to 
summarize and reflect on the revolutionary factors and errors in their struggles, and guide 
them in the direction of the socialist revolution. However, Luxembourg has never denied the 
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important role of the Vanguard Party. She admitted that the party contains more foresight and 
consciousness than the masses. It can teach the proletariat to recognize the strategies and goals 
of the revolution, and promote the politicization of the masses to the center of human history. 
She is on guard against "Leviathan"-style party organizations that steal the fruits of 
revolutionary victory. 

3.2. The mass movement is a historical product of the social stage at that time 

First of all, the premise of mass movement is "determined by many economic, political and 
psychological factors." These cannot be artificially created. Luxemburg summarized the 
liquidation of anarchism by the Russian workers' movement and developed the Marxist view 
of mass movement. Luxembourg believes that mass movement is the product of the social and 
historical conditions at the time and cannot be artificially created or eliminated. Mass 
movement originated from the internal contradictions of capitalist society and was the need of 
the proletariat to overthrow capitalist exploitation. It was not that mass movement produced 
revolution. It was the revolution that gave rise to the mass movement. In the article "Mass 
Strike", Luxembourg mentioned that the Russian Revolution amended Engels' critique of 
anarchist general strikes. Engels once said that mass strikes "must have a well-organized 
working class and ample savings." However, Luxembourg believes that any form of class 
struggle must be combined with the revolutionary situation, and it need to make and correct 
its own plans in response to emergencies at any time, even if there is no perfect organization or 
plan, occasional factors create the need for strikes. Down, mass movements can also be 
organized. When judging mass strikes, "it is not a subjective judgment of mass strikes from the 
standpoint of willingness, but an objective investigation of the root causes of mass strikes from 
a historically inevitable standpoint."4 

Secondly, Luxemburg proposed that the movement cannot move forward in accordance with a 
pre-prepared plan, but leaders can guide the situation according to the spontaneity of 
revolutionary activities and the initiative of the masses. On the one hand, the working masses 
have common interest demands due to the cruel deprivation of the bourgeoisie. However, in 
different countries and industries, the degree of capitalism development is different, and the 
ideological awareness and struggle needs of the working class are also different. Detailed 
planning for needs and emergencies often fails to keep up with the specific actions of the mass 
movement. Luxembourg believes that “Social Democracy must be aware of the possible and 
predictable results of these events in advance and adjust its actions according to the way" .4 On 
the other hand, Luxembourg believes that the proletarian movement cannot be confined to a 
defensive state, and that the timing and causes of the mass strike movement cannot be 
completely determined by the party conference. This will put the mass movement before 
waiting and be only based on satisfying the masses. It is not limited to the needs of the masses 
to inspire a broad and revolutionary mass movement. Only when there is a need can more 
masses be gathered to participate in the movement. The biggest difference between the party 
and the trade union is that it is not just that it leads the masses to obtain a temporary, small 
victory of economy, but to lead them to a deeper and more fundamental system of liberation. 

Finally, it is necessary to consider the objective maturity of the revolutionary conditions in 
conjunction with the great power of acknowledging subjective factors. The spontaneity of the 
mass movement stems from the objective factors of the revolutionary situation. Luxemburg 
believes that these factors cannot be created, but the German trade union leaders simply hope 
that these factors become mature before they go to revolution. Then when there is no violent 
class struggle. However, the development of capitalism and the conditions and conditions of the 
bourgeois state make it impossible for the revolution to be organized. The negative attitude of 
German trade unions hindered the prevention of mass movements. The division of trade unions 
and political parties led to the division of workers’ economic and political struggles. In the daily 
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struggle, the masses obtained certain economic rights but did not overthrow the capitalist 
system. Luxembourg’s economic liberation is always limited. Luxemburg has never given up 
the communism that Marx wanted to achieve. She creatively hopes to use mass strikes to arouse 
workers’ class consciousness and maintain their revolutionary enthusiasm. These progressive 
consciousness will eventually be Help to realize the arrival of the political revolution. 

3.3. Exercise is not everything, exercise is to achieve the ultimate goal 

First of all, economic and political factors in the mass movement are mutually reinforcing and 
inseparable. The early worker demonstrations were a kind of irrational revenge that was purely 
dissatisfied with the capitalists, manifested as strikes that destroyed commodities and 
scattered the unorganized pure economic category, and repeated the joint suppression of 
capitalists and reactionary governments and the suppression of small materials. In the victory 
of improvement, the class consciousness of the working class began to awaken and began to 
realize the importance of the masses uniting to fight for political rights and interests. 
Luxembourg summed up the laws and characteristics of mass movements from countless 
workers’ strikes, expounding that the trade unions representing economic struggles are only 
part of the political parties representing political struggles, and proposed that mass strikes are 
a concrete manifestation of spontaneity, and the division of trade unions and parties is also a 
bourgeois society. The artificial separation and the mutual promotion of economic and political 
struggles contained in mass strikes are all different manifestations of class struggles. They are 
an important tool that can compensate for the disconnection between economic reforms and 
political struggles of trade unions, especially the political demonstrations and strikes, 
Luxembourg. It is believed that “the party’s discipline, conscious leadership and political 
ideology are all of the highest degree, so according to the model, it must appear to be the highest 
and most mature form of mass strike.”4 So in the beginning, although it is secondary, it plays the 
most important role. 

Secondly, Luxembourg expounded the dialectical relationship between "movement" and 
"ultimate goal" by refuting Bernstein's view that "movement is everything". Bernstein regarded 
workers’ political struggles and trade union struggles in capitalist society as goals in themselves, 
and tried to replace revolution with reforms, so that the struggle movement of the working 
masses at the expense of their lives became a tool in the hands of political crooks. Luxemburg 
insists that the ultimate goal, the seizure of power by the proletariat, is everything. This is the 
basis of Marx's distinction between socialism and capitalism. It is the principle and position of 
the proletariat and the proletarian party. Movement is only a means to achieve the ultimate goal 
and cannot replace the ultimate goal. But Luxemburg has not and has never denied the daily 
struggle movement. Although daily struggle can never replace armed uprisings, she believes 
that this is an important way to arouse and strengthen class consciousness. In daily struggles, 
the masses can increase their awareness of scientific society. The ultimate vision of Marxism is 
that the masses understand and yearn Marxism, maintain the enthusiasm to devote themselves 
to revolution, and finally realize the liberation of all people. 

4. Contemporary value of Luxembourg's mass movement view 

First, taking a correct view of the role of mass movements. Marx always attached importance 
to the pioneering spirit of the masses, as an important force to promote historical development, 
but mass movements often also carry spontaneity and blindness. Reflecting on Luxembourg’s 
affirmation of the spontaneity of mass movements, we should see today in the non-political 
field. The benefits of mass movements, such as China’s Patriotic Health Movement, not only save 
the administrative costs of grassroots organizations, but also popularize health and scientific 
knowledge to the public, improve the quality of the masses, and enable rapid development in 
some areas. The correct mass movement party and the state should provide support and 
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assitance. The power of the people is ubiquitous, but according to current standardized division 
of labor, many workers only complete the tasks assigned to them, which will decentralize the 
power of the masses, and sports governance can be used as a routine organizational 
supplement. Although the form of movement can stimulate the subjective initiative of the 
masses, in the final analysis, mass movements or mass lines belong to the category of the rule 
of man rather than the category of the rule of law. We must see the tremendous progress they 
have brought about, as well as their influence on the entire human race. The limited role of the 
historical development stage, and even the blind pursuit of turbulent mass movement, will 
hinder the development of things and bring great damage. 

Second, playing the role of movement to enhance the citizenship of the masses. Luxembourg 
values the spontaneous growth of the masses in the practice of the movement. In her theory, 
the important role of the movement is to transform the potential spontaneous revolutionary 
consciousness into actual positive class consciousness. Today, the broad masses are beginning 
to call for the reconstruction of a more equal social order to safeguard more of their own 
interests. We should also re-examine Luxembourg’s proposal to adhere to the effective 
combination of the party’s collective leadership and the direct participation of the people, and 
maintain good and vivid party relations. Therefore, we cannot suppress the social participation 
of the masses and make the masses the objects of management and arrangement, otherwise the 
party will be far away from the masses. Rather than instilling advanced ideas into the 
proletariat from the outside, it is better to let the proletariat feel the scientific nature of Marxism 
from its own daily life experience. It should not deprive and restrict the masses from 
participating in politics, especially politics, on the grounds of consciousness and cultural quality. 
We must not forget that social progress is often produced and promoted by the spontaneity of 
the masses of people who have not reached the so-called class consciousness and theoretical 
level. They draw wisdom from the masses and at the same time, broaden the channels for mass 
movement. It should maintain the enthusiasm of the masses to participate in activities and 
enhance the civic awareness and enthusiasm of the masses, and make the masses truly become 
the master of the country. 

Finally, actively guiding the mass movement towards rationalization and standardization. 
Movement is a form that the masses take spontaneously in order to strive for more benefits. 
The best way to solve this problem is to improve the spontaneity of mass movement through a 
democratic system, so as to prevent anyone from moving the masses by their own will, 
otherwise the mass movement will change. Become a moving mass. Deng Xiaoping emphasized: 
"Democracy must be institutionalized and legalized, so that such systems and laws will not be 
changed due to changes in leaders, and not due to changes in leaders' views and attention."3 
Only by respecting the mass movement can it lead the mass movement in a reasonable direction. 
Luxembourg focuses on emphasizing the spontaneity of the mass movement and regards the 
role of the party as a supplementary role, but according to Luxembourg’s point of view, it is 
easy to go astray: if the workers' revolutionary movement was spontaneously produced by the 
development of capitalist society, and there is no need for political parties and elite intellectuals 
to instill advanced ideas from it. On the contrary, the kind-hearted masses, especially the weak 
and the low-level people, are prone to extreme emotions and eventually move towards 
populism. The masses contain tremendous power, but they also contain countless barbaric 
unconscious forces. Without the research and guidance of advanced elements, it will also 
develop the mass movement in the opposite direction. As a part of the masses of the people, 
elite intellectuals are the carriers of modern culture. They are often more professional in the 
full-time field. We should also pay attention to the responsibilities of political parties and elite 
intellectuals in mass movements. 
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